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Hundreds
Missing In
Japan Storm
TOKYO left — The most disastrous typhoon in many years
lashed Japan for 12 hours ...ver
the weekend with winds up to
135 m.p.h., leaving more than 2,600
persons dead or missing in its
wake.
Damage to U.S. Air Force installations in this island nation
was estimated at more than a
m.11ion dollafs, but the on 1 y
known American casualty was an
airman slightly injured by flying
glass.
An official police repart from
communities on the---storm track
early today showed 1,159 persons
known dead, 1.458 missing and
4.695 injured. Many of the missing
were feared dead.
A total of 350.000 homes were
wrecked or washed away during
the nightmare ho u rs Saturday
night and early Sunday when the
nation was battered by howling
winds, in. untainous waves and
surging floodwaters. An estimated
970.000 persons were homelese.
The American Red Cross made
hundreds of blankets available to
disaster headquarters here for
emergency relief to storm refu-

TV Picture Is
Taken By Satellite

Rob Lee Dies I
Sunday In
Tennessee

WASHINGTON Mat --Space scientists disclosed today that America's Paddlewheel satellite has tapictures of the
ken television
eartb from an altitude of 17,000
malts.
If was the first crude image of
C. R. "Rub" Lee, age 90, died
the earth and its cloud cover ever
Sunday at 1:50 a. m. in the home
taken from space.
The satellite, otherwise known of has daughter. Mrs. Charlie
as Explorer VI, was launched Aug. Tolleadew of Chattanooga Tennes7. The photograph covers a broad see. His death folk-wed an illness
area ,1 the central Pacific. It was of five weeks.
-Mr. Lee was born and reared
made from signals received by a
tracking station Aug. 14 at South in Murray and Callaway County
Point, Hawaii. At the time the where he lived until two years
satellite was about 17.000 miles ago when he moved to the h .me
above the so. face of the earth of his daughter in Chattanooga.
was a tentoceryman here Sur
over Mexico.
y years.
Thus the area photograhped was
-wars are; one daughter.
more than 20,000 miles from the
M*, Meadow, one son, ChaThe R.
satellite.
four
Existence of the photograph was Lee of Cleveland. Ohio,
Robert
disclosed at a news ccriference at grandchildren; George
Watson, Louieville. Mrs. Frances
which scientists also reported that
Shea. Feet Campbell. David and
the so-called radiation belts above
Dennis Lee ig Cleveland, two
the earth are in reality one large
great-grandch.kiren; George Rt,bzone with vaiying peaks of inere Jr.. and Steven Wilson of
tensity.
Louisville.
The photograph was taken by a
Mr. Lee was a member of the
two pound camera aboard the satFirst Mettiod.at Church in 'Murellite. While the earth was in the
ray and funeral services will be
camera's field of view the posiheld there Tuesday at 2:00 p. m.
tions of the earth, sun and satelBro. Pail T. Lyles arid Bro. W. E.
lite permitted only a crescent of
Misehtke will conduct the service.
the sunlit part of the earth to be Bu.rial will be iii the Murray
seen.
cemetery.
Friends may call at the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home until the
service hoar.

Berlin Impasse Broken
During Talks With Red
Leader Says Eisenhower

By MERRIMAN SMITH
Sound Khrushrhev a dynarna.• and
Only until June 30, 1.981, howUPI White House Reporter
arresting persanality, a men who
ever. at whah tUrne the Federal
resorted to great flights of mangas tax is supposed to drop back
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Pres- ner and disposition ranging from
cents
three
of
rate
previous
to its
ident Eisenhi.aver said today that a negative. difficult attitude to
a gallon.
the East - West impasse over easy, genial discussion.
During the 21-month period the
Berlin was broken during his
hiighesay fund will be enriched
weekend talks with Soviet PreHe summed up his impression
to the extent of some $960
mier Nkita S. Khrushchev of the Soviet Premier with two
This will partially compenEisennower said that aside from words: Extraordinary personality.
sate k tor money rerrarved preAs to whether the cold war ice
the langauge of tha official commaturely last year when the Govmunique issued Sunday at Gettys- is melting, the President said the
ernment sought to eight the deburg, he and Khrushchev' had answer would have to be relative.
Gordon Crouch pr .minent buspression by speedeng up the road
agreed that new negotiations on But he thought it was melting. if
mess man of Lynn Grove and
program. It will be enough to
the fate of West Berlin should measured by Khrushehev's
Calloway County, has accepted
pernet the work to proceed at
nst be prolonged indefinitely. But pleasure: that Continued heavy
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A Beginning
campaign. Appointment of either
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he WirS concerned no party to the
citizens to the campaign ergani'For the driver who does 15,Berlin situation was now under
Eisen-Fewer said the Camp Dazation will be announced later.
miles a year. getting the same
any !act if threat or duress. He vid meeting in essence should be
these assisting Crouch
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the
to
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an
be held at the Feret Baptist Churmen who risked their lives to
with the Russian leader.
has busy schedule. envolving
when the extra tax goes off? struction Minister Isamu Murakach in Benton on Oct. 6. This is
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He said. however, that the tam- trip to Red China this vo..k.
Will the read prgnarn be able mi said the government will ask
has
He
parties.
called
a
elPeolal ing of a minima was a matter tic Against thus background. Klerathe meeting that does moth to
experts said couldn't be saved.
to sustain itself financially?
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other
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1901 and 1904. it will. This monopening of the party's campaign
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The preset:can theme for the
21,000-tan "African Queen," a- House in Murray. Plans will be of Berlin in an effort to get Al- Gettysburg farm Saturday and
ote representing a large part of
State
Murray
of
auditorium
the
in
dad wilt be "Nut by night, nor
bandoned by its owners after it completed for Mr. Rubsion's visit lied forces out of the German the decision was finally made at
manufacturers
the' aueniatele
LOCKPORT. N. Y. —fUPE—"I've College.
by power. but by my spark, saith
hit a shoal and split in two off lo Murray on Wednesday. Sept. city.
postpone Eisenhower's visit ti
taxes on cars and parts, will be heard everything.' Judge Samuel
The principal address was made Ocean City, Md.. last December 30. with a major address schethe Lord cif taists."
Had Set Deadline
Russia until spring.
diverted to it for the purpose
sentenced
he
R Searing said as
by Bert T Combs. Dermeratic was towed into Norfolk Harbor duled for 7:30 p. ree at the Court
Speakers include: Mrs. Carl W.
eared for
Russia had set last May 27 as
The path was
from the general treaeury.
Dietz. 20. to 15 days in the nominee for governor and Wilson early Sunday after a - paittfury
John
Latsbert PreeideM of Kentucky
a deadline for the West to get out "probable" summit meeting ear
peens* the heavy tax load on Niagaia County Jail
for
nominee
Democratic
Wyatt.
W
W. M. U., Mrs. George R. Furlasted
that
slow
410-mile journey
ef Berlin. But ties was extended in 1960 on the Berlin problem. A
gasoline, there seems to be no
Asked why he stole a set of lieutenant governor.
gersart Executive Sec. ef Kenalrnast 54 hours.
indefinitely as the Big Four for- Lnal verdict hinges on the pr. a
cutting down in the use of cars.
sitpPermfor
called
Combs
tucky W. M. U., Mrs. Gabe Payne Calloway County felling startions hubcap locks from an auto
Mr
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store,
RePaul
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his
Ray.
flayed
and
%Islay
and
of Hopkinsville,
eratic
whe boarded the vessel after
agreement among the West A . lin sokitain.
recorded a healthy $1.853.000 in
was afraid someone would gteal publican opponent. He linked Mr. others had treed and failed to
Daily Pastor of First Baptist
and
Khrushchev lies and the "elimination
Eisenhower
sales last year, as against $1,604.hubcaps"
for
Church in Benton.
my
Robn. Republican nominee
raise it. unfurled an American
sad in their joint communique threats."
000 in 1957.
This meetng has bee' me very
governor with Secretary of Agri- flag as their vessel entered NorSunday that they had agreed that
Eisenhewer apparently stuck
tliportant as it brings informaculture Ezra Benson calling him folk Harbor.
the fermal negotiations should be his refusal to negotiate une.
tion and insprraition to the woman
a "servile follower of Ezra Taft
'Hotmcireds of persins lined the
••
Appencimately 12.5 parents and reopened 'with a view to achieve- threat of the Soviet demand.
of eight associatiares:
shore and honked car -hens as teachers of New Concord 'High tag a solution wheel would be in raised last November. that •
Benson".
Bload River, Oaldwell, ChristCombs blamed Benson for a the crippled vessel, soaked with School enjoyed a chili supper in accordance with the interests (st- Allies quit West
ian County. Graves County, Litphilosophy which he claimed "has oil and fade loomed into sight. the =heal lunch roarn last week. all concerned and in the interest
The President and the Premier
tle River, Ohio River. West KenThus ended a, stranger than ficdone more damage to Kentucky
also. renounced the use of force to
Foltowerre the supper the par- of the maintenance of peace."
tucky, West Union.
farmers than has the root rot, the tion episode. .whieh had claimed ents vetted in the attract:ve
Taday the President was asked settle international questions - ad
The attendance is eocpeeted to
chinch bug and the Mexican bean one man's life.
y
classrooms, viewed the displayed whether. in the new negotiations pledged themselves to make ca
be very large. The host church
books, among which is "Ques- beetle combined."
After the tanker went down work ef the students and dis- on Berlin. any salution acceptable Mort to achieve world clnarmaHoyt Roberts and Hiram Tuck- I
Real
is planning far 450 weenen.
tions and Answers on
Ma. Wyatt based his talk on with its cargo .J oil, Paul Brady cussed the progress of the chil- to the United States must guarer local retorters, attended the
The officers of South Western
The is the text book "development". The program of and Lloyd Desr of Suet aki. Va., dren with the teachers.
antee the Allied occupation rights
In addition, they made "subKentucky Reel Estate Cernmissibn Estate."
Rein are as tollews:
eeournmended by the Kentucky the Combs-Wyatt team calls for and Belden Little of Holland, Va.,
After visiting the room.s the and the freedom of the West Ber- stantial progress" toward early.
Educational Seminar held at the
Commission
Estate
oereierdent, Mrs. W. C. White,
Real
with
bdarded
it
shotguns. warded PTA meetrig a'as begun with Linert.
agreements to increase cultural
"development of new industry",
Kentucky Hotel on Thursday of State
Cadiz, Ky.; Vice President, Mrs.
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spoke
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T. A. Tharker. Murray. Ky.; Sec.
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400-foot -president presiding. The devotion Berliners,
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tries and decided to reopen nees", "development of parks and claimed
nationally 'known speakers as test. Mr.
& Treasurer, Mrs. Paul Dailey,
subject of bidden defects in list- tourist facilities", agriculture, for- stern section as theirs under in- was g.ven by Mrs. Cleo Grogan
The President, suffering from a gotiations on Russia's 8 mele n
Robert W. Sernenew of Pitts•
agreements.
Beneins Ky.; Asel. Sec., Mrs.
and
cer
and a prayer given by the prin- cold which he 'sad started Meetly dollar lend-lease debt left
estry industry. and opraartunities. ternational law.
!burgh. Pa., Me, Sementev is a ings
John Muss, Wickliffe, Ky.;
Another waternan had tnied to cipal E T. Curd.
Roy Wuzltek of St. Louis. Mis- Combs was introduced by Conafter his recent trip to Europe, fram Warld War
Noted authority on real estate law
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Fundamental Chairman::
several souri, a noted real
Mrs. Miller introduced the new said he could riot guarantee anygressman Frank A. Stubblefield. selvage the vessel's low section,
and is also the auther
Prayer. Mrs, Charles Oholson.
The Pan-American Coffee leimist brought a very interesting
A number of Democratic can- but lost his I.,fe in the process. officers and announced the .crim- thing because he did rrot knew
"What's
Paducah, Ky.; Stewardship Mrs.
The trio hired eve men to help minces for the current year. Mrs. what sort of solution from the reau expects that Americans w II
address on the sUbject of
didates were in attendance at the
Virgil !Moorefield, .Hopkinavilie,
ahead in Real Estate Mortgage meeting which drew Democrats them. promised them a $1.000 Alonzo Forrest is the serretary forthcoming negotiations might be be consuming 41 million bags If
Ky.; Genwrounity Mission, Mrs.
Lending and Construction. Mr. from over the First and Second bonus if the vessel came in, then and MTS. Wecinell Allbritten is acceptable.
green coffee a year by 1880. twice
W. B. Ladd, Henkineville, Ky.;
Wenzkck had a large group of districts.
spent months tryang to raise the the treasurer. both made reEisenhower told repeters he as much as they do now.
Illiptor Advisor. Rev. Shirley Spar,
charts from which he 'pointed out
In the evening a barbeque was "Queen." They finally got it pents.
Cada, Ky.; .Members of State
the trend of past several years held at the Murray City Park afloat last Monday and had it
P::.fis were made far the PTA
Nominating Cermet tee:
and his aeunion, would continue with a large crowd being present. under tow Thursday.
to be responsible for the repair
Mrs. Hugh McElrath, Murray,
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(Special to the Ledger & Times)
NEW YORK, Sept. 25, — In
the 21 ,monthis beginning October
1st. Cal4oway County car owners
additional
will contribute on
$82,700 to keep the interstate
program
c.,nstructiain
higlitay
rolling on schedule.
That is the estimated amount,
based on present car oixratian
figures for the county. that will
reault from the new one-cent
rale ;n the cost of gat...aline.
The 'average driver will have
to dig a little deeper in his pocket—about 15 cents deeper—each
drnes he takes n a tank load of
gaso
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Demos Hold
Big Opening
On Saturday
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Dies Today

TVA Lakes Yield 14 Miliion
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LEDGER & TIM

Roger Craig And Bob Buhl Score Wins To Place
Dodgers And Braves In Tie; Jones Win Is In Vain

by LEDGER a TIMES PU111141141NO COMPANY, TiMs
Consolidatues of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times.
!Imes-Herald. October 20, 1928, and the West Eenteickiaag J/Wieggiwg
L. 1942
IlkuBLiSHED

JAMES C. WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER

Ihe heol

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITHER CO, MO
Miriam
Monroe, Memphis, Tenn., 250 Perk Ave, New Yeelq VW
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Playoff Will Decide Winner Of
The National League Flag

AUBSCVTION RATES: By Carrier in Murraa per week 20e, per
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Halfback SO Strong Spot
In Murray State Lineup

United Press International

whipped en ankle in an early
practice session and will be out
of action idefirritely.
The freshmen to show the most
proneee thus far are the Shelton
twins from Aberdeen. Miss., and
Mosley from Paris, Tenn.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
his seven-inning no-hit, 4-0 victory
W L Pet. GB
over the Cardinals. It was all in Team
Desp:te losing six halfbacks shifted to had. Racal, a 180 pound
es se 568
vain to: hard-luck Sam — who x-Milwaukee
HUNGRY STUDENTS
Iran lest year's squad, the Mur- junky tram Covington. 'Penn.,
86 68 558
anished with a 21-15 record — x-Los Angeles
NO/tatAN, Okla. — 1011) — A
83 71 539 3 liay State College football team has lost 45 pounds in geteng
because his no-hitter won't be San Francisco
a; still richer lea number at this ready for the position and has herd of 800 cattle a year is slaugh•
78 76 5(.45 8
counted k.fficially aud his victory Pittsburgh
pceation than at any other.
done a lot of work on his speed. tered to feed the 3.000 students
74 80 481 12
was wasted when the Giants blew Chicago
G-.•ne are Ronn:e Babb. Bill Cullivan says that he is a herd who live in dormitories at the
74 80 481 12
their Sunday doubleheader to the Cincinnati
Schade. Dick
Vincek. George worker, not likely te score from University of Oklahoma. Also con71 83 461 15
St. Loins
CardtnaPs. 2-1. and 14-8.Karnavas, Joe Cartwraeht. and out, but reliable for sheet yard- sumed during a year are more
64
90
Philadelph:a
416
T2
Shaw Wen 19th
x-Meet in best-of-three pennant Walter Stos. Back are Corky Car- age. wiheri the gong gets tough. than 12.000 turkeys, chickens and
Bob Shaw. 24-year old rightman, Bob Toon, Buddy Searcy,
capons ,hundreds of pigs, enough
hander, tuned up for a likely playoff
Stout, a veteran at half% will fresh fish to stock a uod-sized
Reichard Yarbro. Dick Stout, and
Saturday's Results
World Series starting assignment
much
there
saw
action
as
as
well
Ken McNeely. Also vaarkkag at
lake and thousands of cans of
by winning his 18th game as tne Cincinnati 7 Pittsburgh 6
the position are eight freshmen, at end. Cullwan said that Stout salmon and tuna.
American League champion White Milwaukee 3 Philadelphia 2
could
regularaly
halfback
play
at
Delve Aldndge, Eddie Beaver,
Chicago 12 Los Angeles 2
Sax beat the Detroit Tigers, 6-4.
Joe Bob Brewer, Bud Oration. It he weren't so adaptable to
GONG GONE
Harmon Killebrew Led Rocky Sigt Fran. 4 St. Louis 0
Bill Mosley., and Jerry and Ter- other axis:41cm and if tine were
BUFFALO. N. Y. — (1111 — CanColavito for the AL h me run San Fran. at St. Louis. ppd., rain
nut such a ;.reablem on this year's
ry Shelton.
did° Morales-Acevedo will have
Sunday's Results
crown by hitting his 42nd alThe Illggest probicm• wtll be team. "Where ever he plays be to find a new stay to let his wife
2
San
Louis
St.
Fran.
1,
1st
though the Washington Senators
will be one
the moat valuable
speed
lack
experience.
and
of
know he's outside waiting to
lost to the Boston Red Sox. 6-2. St. Louis 14 San Fran. 8, 2nd
Heading the list orf halfbacks men on the team." he said,
drive her home from work.
the Baltimore Orioles beat the Milwaukee 5 Philadelphia 2
is Co-Captain Carman, a 11)5
McNeely. a 180 pound junior I Police handed him a summons
1\1?.W York Yankees. 3-1, and the Los Angeles 7 Chicago 1
pound junior front Jackson, Term. from
Berrien
. M eh., for ringing a gong oi his car.
Solana
,
Kansas City Athletics shaded the Cincmnata 9 Pittsburgh 7
Carman. a ooneerted fullback
Cleveland Indians, 6-5, in other
has been described by Coach
AMERICAN LEAGUE
AL games. The Cincinnati Reds
Jinx Cullavan as "our greatest
Craig Wen 11211
Final
beat the Pittsburgh Pirates, V-7,
running threat". He is not parCraa:...w4R,,had made only two in the
Team
W L Pet. GB tularly
other NL game.
fast or evasive, but he
hits in SI 13revioustlet bats, singled
Chicago
04 60
10
runs hard with great detenninahome the first two Los Angeles
Cleveland
89 65 57'.1 5
tion. He 4.s a graxi squad leader
runs .n the second inning and it
New York
79 75 513 15
and has shown tremendous imHEALTH SCHOLARSHIPS
was a wa1kaway thereafter as
Detroit
76 7E 494 18
provement on defense, wheel
Charlie Neal and John Roseboro
10- ston
, 75 79 467 19
can play at halfback ar LinebacfeENDS
NEW YORK —
— Alaska Br more
.red the cake wan two-ran homI 74 80 461 211
er.
ers. Crag. wh- didn't join- the and Hawaii may have been slow Kansas City
TUESDAY
66 88 429 28
Dodgers until June. won his lltn in joining the Union. but there's W3.5hIngton
Probably starting at the other
63 91 ear 31
backward
garra wh.le striking out two bat- n thing
about their
halfback spot will be Torn, a
Saturday's Resells
bright young men and women. Bait more 7
ters and walking two.
The VIM World ef the BEATNIKS!
165 pound senior firm Fulton.
New York 2
Buhl. aided by Don Meadahon Students from the two new states Chicago 10 Demit 5
Toon, who scored Murray State
MGM
.ri the eighth and ninth .nnings won six of the 402 Health Semi- Kansas City 8 Cleveland 4
first three touchdowns his fresharships
offered
departing
this year by the Bostrn 5 Waslungton 4
after
for a pinch-hitter.
man season. has far SOU', fair
signed crTdit for his 15th victory. arships aae worth $2.000 for four
speed. tier to good running abilSunday's Resells
He battled Jim Owens on a 1-1 years ot college train in med- Balt:more 3 New York 1
ity, works hard. and hits herd on
bawls unt.1 the seventh inning icine. nursing, physical therapy. Chicago 6 Detroit 4
defense.
when the Braves shoved across _crupational therapy, or medical Boston 6 Washington
2
Searcy, a first-'ane reserve at
three runs on two singles. a waft, National Foundation. The scholthe paition, is a 155 pound sapa balk and an .nfield soeal work
i
ham. re tem Tallahassee, Fla He I
.i• alealahor,. makir.g !es seta
NOTHING CHEESY
1_.-pi- arance of the year. yielded
SYRACUSE, N.
—
— is the fastest man on the squad. I
101 ki RP; 711,14
The Arkansas Press Ass eraaha. h.ts but was touched fdr
giant cheddar cheeses, five and according to CulLivan. mty
CsiantASCOPt
tan. formed in 1173. 15 believed feet .n diameter and six feet high, become a real menace to opponr y a ninth-inn:nil run.
to be one of the oldest arganiza- were 'displayed during the New ents despite his size.
with Mamie Van Doren and Steve Cochran
nes answered ha crates once eons of its kind in the United York State
Fair. The two checktars
Yarbo, a reserve fullback foe
in d
flf .
311 Saturday night with States.
weighed a total .1 5.81.10 pounds.
_
the last two seasons has also been

1959
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IMPROVEMENTS AUTHORIZED
$500,000

New School Buildings

Major League
Standings

By FRED DOWN
i
United Press tateruatliaat
Jig and B b Buni. who
Rog r
a year ago wondered a they had
.future at all in baseball,
any
scored the most important vietones it the:: careers in the cisins hours of the National League
Pennant race.
But. even so. they were forced
to share the headlines with 34year old Sam .1.nes. who pitched
one of the greateet -Money- games
ot all time in vain,
at-year old right-handCra.g:
er from Durham. N. C.. pitched a
six-hater to beat the Chicago
Cubs. 7-1. and insure the Los
Angeles Dodgers a tie for the
flag. whae Buhl, bustiy-browed
fire-baller from Saginaw. Mien.,
rece.ved credit two hours later
1.r the Milwaukee Braves' 5-2
triumph over the Philadelphia

in Calloway and adjoining counthase per yew Pa* IMF
.50.

Inonth
Where,
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KENTUCKY

•

THE LEDGER & TIMES
w Publ.* Voice items which, in our opinion, are not kW
Interest of our readers.

-MURAY,

Planning Commission with Professional
Consultation
IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED
Industrial Expansion
Sidewalks, Curbs and Gutters
Widened Street In Some Areas
Continued Home Building .
Airport For Murray
Addition To Hospital

•

NOW!

N 1)
TUESDAY

Tfictonosuol•

.._ _
neerranee ell

Children 35: . Adults 50c

1111111

towbar*, nifes
111•40ttd Sas NW

111111.41111.

11111 ION

111111

A Vital Massage To All Kentuckians:

•

•

•

<0,kit TO APPLY FOR
NON - GROUP( Individual or Family)
.•

for HOSPITAL
for SURGICAL BENEFITS

Before Enrollment Regulations Change

WHAT

WHY ARE THESE CHANGES BEING MADE?

ARE THE CHANGES
IN REGULATIONS?

There is a growing tendency among people
who are reaching retirement.age and who have coverage through the
company where the:'
work. (other than Blue Cross-Blue Shield):
1. that cannot be continued;
2. or whose benefits are reduced because of age;
3. or whose protection is cancelled
because a chronic
or incurable condition develops
to apply for Blue Cross-Blue Shield,
•
Blue Cross-Blue Shield .... cannot cOntinue to
accept .... under their
regular benefit plans ....those people who are
not allowed to continue their hospital-surgical coverage by an Insurance
Company to
whom they have been paying premiums for protection
during their
"healthy years," but which cancels them when they retire — or reach
65 — or reduces benefits at age 65; or cancels when a
chronic or in
curable condition develops. This is the time protection is most needed.

AV,er 'September :.;0, 11,59, Non-Gt oup (Intik idual or Family)
Enrollmc,nt in Kentucky Blue Cross- Blue Shield will be

s''
ableONLY to those persons living in Kentucky who are 64

:years of age or under and in good
PLOYED. UNEMPLOYED;'OR

and are SELF-EM-

WORK WHERE THERE ARE

LESS THAN 10 EMPLOYEES.

HERE ARE A F; W OF THE U N1QUE ADVANTAGES

:I.L..
12 , CROS‘:-1-11.17E, SHIELD CONTINCE PROTycTION
rnerribeN v.ho retire, change jobs, or reach age 65.
r •

or

BLVF: 1.119:-:S.111,1:E SHIELD OFFER cONTINUED PROTECTION to ilepeiTtOrts.of deceased member:
• IlLVE CR6SS-BLL'E '
SHIELD OFFER CONTINUED PROTFC-TIOti
members' children reaching age 1It- or marrying before
al.,•!

19.

• BLUE CROSS-BLUE SHIELD OFFER CONTINUED PROTEC

-

-+.1111101+1.1.•

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS OPPORTUNITY TO APPLY NOW

— It Might Be Your Last Chance!

T1ON to members who develop chronic or incurable physical

BLUE CROSS HOSPITAL PLAN, Inc.
3101 Bardstown Road
Louisville 5, Kentucky

Any Plan That Does Not Provide CONTINUED PRO-

Please send
e, at once, informatioo and an application for Blue Cross
and Blue 4Field. I am a Kentuckian, 65 years of age or under and jade
good health.

TECTION for Members is Adding to Medical Econo-

Name

conditions.

mic

Problems, and

the Demand

for Government

Medicine and More Taxes
+

ri•••• changes in regultions do not affect
those Kentuckians
who already are Blue Cross-Blue Shield Members,- nor those
persona who are accepted for membership before Oct. 1, 1959.

APPLY NOW! MAIL THIS HANDY COUPON TODAY!

rNJOYED BY 0 % ER 700,000 K ENTUCKY MEMBERS
•

Eligible citizens of Kentucky whose present protection
does not allow
continued coverage regardless of age or health
should apply now to
Blue Cross-Blue Shield.
Blue Cross-Blue Shield have accepted a broad
responsibility to the
hospitals and to the people of the community. When all
insurance companies offering hospital-surgical protection accept equal responsibilit4
(see lower left hand corner of this message) for
Continued Coverage
of Members. many problems will be solved.

Address
(7ity

++.+6•-••••-•

••

r

_ State
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HERE§'WERE 449t/ GeerYOUR

SUPPLIEVOR

SCHOOL
HOME
OFFICE

FOR

kle in an early
and wdll be out
,tely.
to show the most
• are the Shelt.4n
rdeen, Miss., and
iris, Tenn.
.nn
"Vigt=4Lk

STUDENTS
Is. — lups — A
e a year is slaush•
the IOW students
ormitories at the
clahcana. Also cona year are more
:eye, chickens and
Is of pigs, enough
;track a g...od-sized
sands of cans of
a,

GONE
Y. —
— Can.cevedo wIll have
Kay to let his wale
aside waiting to
e from work.
I him a summons
;ong n his car.

FFI CE SUPPIE
-. YES!IF IT'S FOR THE OFFICKWE HAVE IT!
The most useful
piece of baggage
that ever went
back to school!

ne

Ap.0.1)

1111
j
Here's what you've been waiting fat'

BOSTITCH B8R
The Firit
Practical
Combination
Stapler and
Staple Remover

D
DAY

IS!

Nothing like it for fastening bags an
bundles, bills and checks, window shades and
curtain tie•backs, decorations and scrap
books. all kinds of home, school, office, shop
and hobby work_ On your desk, in your hand,
or used as a tacker, this powerful, cogipact.
Bostitch all•purpose stapler is tops in eed.
inea t ness, security.
r The work stays stapled as
ong as you want it — then a
„gentle push on the remover
sand. ZIP1 the staple's out.
A vonct.•
You'll like it. So will your
havt the
gift
ideal
an
Makes
friends.

'UTILITY TABLE'
for the Student

e Cochran

4

$500

for the Kitchen

family. Makes
Ideal for the student in the
it as a typeUse
attractive.
more
homework
bench. Has
work
or
stand
"TV"
writer table,
for books.
shelf
and
roomy center drawer
Rolls smoothly on
Also handy in the kitchen.
39" x 17" and is
four casters ... opens up to
gauge steel
Heuvy
height.
desk
typewriter
last a lifetime.
Will
hinges.
piano
and strong
Green or gray finish.

le's Steel "SALESMAN'S" Desk

$315

p

$2.75

Down
The world's fastest portable typewriter
Is a
favorite with the students because it whizzes
through homework neatly,., accurately. And
that means better grades are on the
way!

FOR STUDENT
OR OFFICE USE

I

TYPEWRITER RENTALS!

This handsome Cole steel desk makes It easy to
organize work I Has four roomy drawers for stationery,
supplies or reference materials. 3 adjustable storage compartments, under lock and key to prevent petty pilferage.
So smartly styled, so beautifully mode and priced so low.
40" wide, 291/2 high, 18" deep. Olive green or Cole gray
baked enamel finish.

"
ea amazing value and only $43

The Ledger & Times offers a limited number of
Typewriters and Adding

For the "touch of the future", try

Machines for rental.
,
WIMMIIMIMMAVAAIIAMP

COLE'S

accelerator
ac

sponsibility to the
all insurance cornNual responsibilit4
ontitiued Coverage

se Kentuckians
here; nor those
re Oct. 1, 1959.

T

LEDGER & TIMES

SECRET

10

Smith-Corona

Rogister
Forms

Test and discover the new, lighter, luxury touch and
livelier action that means more typing speed, greater
typing ease. Years ahead in performance. See the

DIAL
113-1916

FOR

ANY

TYPES

OF

AND

ALL

BUSINESS!
!

BOOIZUN1 & PEASE COLUMNAR SHEETS
LEDGERS AND RECORD BOOKS OF ALL
KINDS - DAY BOOKS - SINGLE AND
DOUBLE ENTRY LEDGER BOOKS - FILE
FOLDERS - FILE GUIDES - AND STORAGE
BOXES - COMPLETE LINE OF MOORE
BUSINESS FORMS

SECRETARIAL

new Smith-Corona Secretarial Office Typewriter
today at

VAULT

HAS
BOOKKEEPING
RECORDS

Snap-A-Part
Forms

tags

TO APPLY NOW

for flue Crosq
or under and io 4

E

ast

IFS

ion does not allow
-mid apply now to

I

Office Supply Department
of the

DAILY LEDGEW & TIMES
GREENE

0.

WILSON, MGR.

Concealed vault for personal papers and other valuables
(only YOU know the dial combination). Also: two ball-bearing letter files; two index drawers for 3x5 or 4x6 cards (6400
capacity), or for cancelled checks; two adjustable storage
compartments under lock and key. Not to be confused with
imitations having toy-sized locks. Sizes 37"s" high, 30'1'.
wide, 17" deep. Green or Cole gray baked enamel finish.
With plungtor typo lock which outomohcolly
$6743
locks oil drawers. No. 14711PL

DIAL
P13-1916

LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

PAliE YOUR
KILLED BY ACCIDENT
NEW YORK (UPI — A 22-year
old woman sitting on her doorstep
was
killed Monday by a police.
mar's bullet fired at a fleeing car
theft suspect
Toe death was ruled accidental.
Polire said Miss Delight Crawford
was billed by Patrolman James
01.Thnnell ai he chased down Irving Wore, 30. O'Connell had seen
Mo.:e tinkering with the igr..tion
of a truck. apparently in an attempt to steal it. O'Connell captured Moore after a scuffle, but
was unaware of Miss Crawford's
de, ,,s until after he returned to
the palace station.

Lochie Landolt,

ENUCKY LAKE
OIL CO.

NAUltRil -77/%'"

4:111IVE-IN THEATRE
F )pen 5:45 - Start 6:30
TONITE & TUESDAY
LtD

•

COMING SUNDAY!

THE HORSE
SOLDIERS
C.

Phone PL 3-4707
ID 6-3327

or

Ten Years Ago Today

SOcial Calehdai

Pittsburgh Has Been Free
of Teen-Age Gang. Violence
,

Ledger & Times File

BULBS
• HYACINTHS
• TULIPS
• JONQUILS
• CROCUS
— TOP SIZE ONLY —

Mrs. Zeb Wilkerson, of Murray Route 4, guessed the
exact amount contained in the bowl, $29.15. Ralph Ray
second and James Sherman Boggess third.

SHIRLEY FLORIST

The first person reporting a 100 per cent cover crop
in Calloway County is Charles B. Starks of the Sinking
Springs community.

500 N. 4th

PLaza 3-3251
CLOSED SUNDAYS

On his 40 acre farm Starks has 10 acres of corn, 3.3

juvenile gangs had shown up on acres of tobacco, and 9 acres of permanent pasture esPittsburgh streets in the past 15 tablished this year.
years. and there hasn't been a
serious upsurge of racial conflict
Funeral services for Mrs. Eugene Tarry, Sr., 68, who
in the past 5 years.
died yesterday in a St. Louis hispital, will be held at
Pittsburgh police have never had 2 p.m, tomorrow at the First Baptist Church,- conducted
to assign extra details to any area by Reverends H. C. Chiles and J. E.
Skinner.
of the city because of juvenile
violence, nor have they ever had
Survivors include her husband, five daughters and
to enforce a curfew law, he said. 2 sons.
This year, he added, the city's
The strong, aggressive Thoroughbreds of Murray State
juvenile delinquency rate has
shown a decline as compared with College got off to a bang-up start Saturday night in their
the average for the past 10 years. first game of the season by defeating Tennessee Tech
In has interview with this re- Z6-7. More than 4,000 fans watched the game in Cookesporter. Schramm recalled an ex- Alle.
By IRV DRASNIN
perience early in his career Which
United Press International
Mr. Edwin Crawford of Murray, Route 1, increased
PITTSBURGH an —The trem- impressed him with the meaning
ors of teen-age violence reverber- and responsability of his work.
the siez of his herd of registered Guernsey cattle by purGuard Shakes Hand
at.r.g in New York and other
chasing two of the choicest heifers in the state-wide
"Once," he related. "I went to Guernsey promotion sale held at Culvert City on Seplarge cities are surprisingly qued
in Pittsburgh's urban - tnduetrial the penitentiary to give a speeelt tember 20,
to the prisoners. As I walked in,
complex.
Faced with the same pressure- a guard i ushed up tu me and
building factor, common to large shook my hand.
"'Judge.' he said. 'my boy is
urban eerters---overcrowded areas,
mixture of racial and ethnic doing all right now'."
Reflecting on the incident,
groups. relative p...verty — Pittsburgh authorities have been able Schrarrun said:
Telephone PL 34111
506 W. Main St.
"'The meaning of all this comes
to clamp a tight lid on the caulYOUR HOME-OWNED LOAN CO."
dron of juvenile crime which oft- home to me when I think that
this father might have had to
en has boiled over elsewhere
Much of the credit for this city's meet his own son at the gate
success in this field is given the of the prison if the community
late Judge Gustav L. Sehranen, hadn't helped that boy in time."
At Schramm's funeral services
who for 27 years was Pennsylvania's first and only Juvenile tw... teen-aged youths showed up,
walked to the ccdthn. stood there
Court judge
..e.
AMPUTATION TOO MUCH
Schramm died unexpectedly at a while and started to-lea!,
They were stopped by Charles
LOS ANGELZBl.Pc — A 61- the age of 61 on Sept 5. The dry
year old man who had one leg bef.re he died, he told this re- Bowser. a member of the Juvenile
Everyone in the family loves
amputated after an auto accident porter duririg an interview in his C.,urt staff. He asked them if they
a•ere friends of the judge.
.pparently committed suicide rec- Juvenile Court chambers:
the way we get their clothes
"Yes.- one boy answered. "He
- tly when told he faced the loss
Treats Chat Personally
as fresh and clean as new
if has other leg
'The prelosoPhy here is 'simple. committed u.s to Thornhill TrainIra Wi..gs swallowed poison at We treat every child as if the' lag School."
and at modest cost!
They had traveled to in their
rest reline where be bad been murt were a parent. We handle
patient &nee the accalent last each case persorially and individ- homes, more than 1.1 miles way.
10. pellet said. Doctors said ually.
THIS WEEK'S
ifiC
to pay their last respects to a
e was told recently his remain"This is a place of equity, not friend,
properly
-g leg had faded to heal
a criminal court for children."
and probably would be amputated.
Schrumm efien felt the stir; of
The males cd the red-..mg blackSPECIALS!
criticism for Ms rnethods, but he bird travel together e.-hile milet progress serve as his yard- grating and the females follow a
GIRLS FOR MOM, DAUGHTER
stick.
few weeks later
MEN'S
PLAIN
PLAIN
NOPWAIJK. Calif CFI — A
From the time he Lot over the
birth
gave
daughter
rr.ather and
Schramm
11133.
lizin
beech
of
Juvenile
PANTS
SKIRTS
DRESSES
There are 3.000 species
to baby girls the same day in the talked personally with every
ards in the w••,.rld
same haspital. it was announced
the
e
for
be
_
youngster brought
slay Carol An'- Del3aoer. 16,
court. ICS goal was always to gain
..-.d her mother. Aietha Vander.the your.gster's trust
• rg both gave birth to daughters
'To me." he...sami. "these private
-....pt 6 at Studebaker Hospital
talks are the heart of my work
FREE PICKUP AND DELIVERY
ere.
A boy's future is at stake and
these delicate moments can en harm, or harm the relationstup
which is established and carr.ed
on between the child and the
cienenunity
PLaza 3-3852
1411 Olive Blvd.
"Many people think of a court
imand
nly as something cold
ersorial and purilt.ve. But a juerille court must be flexible to
•,eet the needs at youngsters in
leir formative years. We cannot
confined by strict procedures.
"These younsters don't want a
limns) and a pat on the head.
They want to be treated like
...linen beings"
Results Felt Daily
Schramm's forrr.ula rarely had
to be used on the same youngster
twice (X the nearly 4,700 cases
brought beifore his court last year.
four out of five dad not return
MR. K. AID? — A newspaper
Police Inspector J am es McKnight, a member of the Pitts- ' under his arm, Arnold Johnson of New York, legislative
burgh force for 30 years and in
director of the Communist
charge •t juveniles half that tune.
party in the U. B., leaves the
said the results of Schramm's
Rouse un-American activiwork are felt daily.
ties hearing In Washington,
PLaza
"We haven't had a gang form
I where he refused to say
in Pitt/burin in more than five
whether he had 'implied deyears." McKnight a a I d. "Sure,
rogatory Information about
505 Main Street
we've had problems with boys,
American cities for use by
but no youth gangs in the New
Soviet Premier Nikita S.
.
York or . Philadelphia sense."
Khruahchev on his tour.
McKnight sa.d that only three
EDITOR'S NOTE: The city of
Pittabtirgh has been remarkably
free of teen-aged gang violence
which is posing a big problem
in other large urban centers.
Much of the credit for Pillsburgh's success in coping with
juvenile delinquency is given
the late Juvenile Court Judge
Gustav L. Schramm, who died
Sept. 5 The day before he died.
Judge Schramm was interviewed
on the subject by United Press
Interr.ational.

PUBLIC
HEALTH IMPORTANCE

DISEASE
Most household insects travel between likely sources of
human disease germs (such as privy., sewers, and garbage)
and food destined for human consumption,
They carry disease germs on their feet, body hairs, mouth'
parts and in the contents of their intestinal tracts. Human
diseases transmitted mechanically by household Insects Include
TYPHOID, BACILLARY DYSENTERY. AMEBIC DYSENTRY.
DIARRHEAS, CHOLERA

MURRAY LOAN CO.

BIOLOGICAL TRANSMISSION OF DISEASE
In some cases the insect plays an essential part in the life
!vele of the parasite and biological transmission occurs. Human
iisease transmitted biologically by household insects include

PLAGUE. MURINE TYPHUS, RICKETTSIALPDX, RELAPSING FEVER, CHAGAS DISEASE and DOG TAPEWORM.

A BRIGHT FALL

99

I

49ic

RAT TAPEWORM, DEWARF TAPE'

WORM and TULAREMIA.

COCKROACHES

FOR THE FAMILY!

BETTER TASTE

Cockroaches are ancient creatures which were probably
years
the most abundan! of all insects seventy or eighty million
and
ago. They have adapted themselves to the abode of man
more
are potential vectors of disease. They are becoming a
difficult problem in our homes and restaurants. Cockroaches
have been reported nibbling on the eyelashes, finger nails and
toeinails of sleeping children. They impart an unsavory odor
and taste into food they infest.
They carry the organisms causing ent•ric diseases from
sewers and garbage cans to the food of man, The American
cockroach (waterbug) Is especially dangerous. Many disease
organisms remain viable when passed through their digestive
tracts and oth•rs may be transported on their mouthparts.
legs and bodies. Cholera and salmonelloals appear to be the
transmitted In this way. Cockroaches
most common di
are thought to be possible vectors of leprosy and hav• been
considered vectors of poliomyelitis.
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KELLEY'S
TERMITE and PEST CONTROL

COLLEGE CLEANERS

120 So. 13th Street

Phone PLaza 3 3914

• T. C. COLLIE AGENCY
Insurance Real Estate
3-4803

Murray, Kentucky

Announces Its Opening

• --,‘"

You are invited to come in or call whenever we can serve your
insurance and real estate needs. We
experince in the,, insurance and

have

All

Jersey

Miilk

• EXPERIENCE

Tastes

Better Than Any Other Milk!

• INTEGRITY

AT YOUR DOOR OR AT YOUR GROCER

Ryan Milk Company
PLaza 3-3012

k.

Chestnut St.

RECALLING 'THOSE DAYS'—Two delegates to the United
Spanish War Veterans' 61st annual encampment In Miaml,
talk over old times. They are Michael M. Janaen (left,
of New York and Otto Heckel of Oregon.

• SERVICE
111=MMIIIIM=1

had

fifteen

years

real estate field. Your patron-

age will be sincerely appreciated.

Sunburst

•

Read The Ledger's Classifieds

The winners in the Ryan Family Shoe Store Monday
Bowl Guessing Contest were announced today by Maurice Ryan, store head.

Monday, September nth
Young Women's Sunday School '
Class of the First Baptist C-hurch ,
WELLES HIM CM
. will meet for the installation a ,
. officers at 7.30 at the ts:zrre of
LCS ANtAlLES at — Actorpro••'•:cer Orson Welles has filed Mrs. Joe B. Sims 8th extended.
a $425.000 damage suit against the Mrs, James Brown's group will be
Col
Breedeasting System for in charge of the program.
••••
us : material from his 1931 radio
sho
"The War Of The Worlds"
The American Legion Auxiliary
in a television program The 1938 will meet at 7:30 p.m, in the home
b. -cast Of H. G. Welles tale of of Mrs. Ethel Key.
•• ••
a
vastaa from Mars nearly
touched OH a nationwide panic.
Illaareday, October tat
The Garden department oi the
Murray Woman's club will meet
For Your Every
at the club house at 2:30 for a
vh.rkshop on Dried Arrangements.
Mrs. Fred Gingies will be in
•.arge of the program. Hostesses
Needs, call
Mesdames Freed Cotharn John
co
C. C Faxener. Harold Doug,and M. T Chr-stopher.
•„.7
• • • •
z
October 4th
Stanley.
••••=1•••••
=..
Choral rehearsal cf the Music
e-parMent will be held at 2:10 at
••••
An openIng tea will be given
Woocb; Hall. Murray State Col.e. from 330 until 5:30 p.m. by
of the Murray State
,embers
Women's Society.
Tuesday, October Ilk
The Rainbow Girls will meet at
New Concord Road
pm at the Masonic hall.
Phone PL 3-1323
See.
Thursday, October Ilk
The South Murray Homemakers
club well meet in the home of
Mrs. Lowell King at 1:30 p.m.

HEATING OIL

Editor
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LOST-END ?$rik,
20 ACRE FARM SEVEN 1141LES
of Murray, hignwuY 94. Good
'use. hot and cold water. 'Go Al

3251

•

sirn,

tobacco barn. Earl
9-34,-P
soon Phone HE 5-4655.

40 ACRES, 21
2 MILES Soto'. ,est 110 ACRE FARM ON Black tcat
/
of Lynn Grove. Earl Spann, phone road with long highway frontage.
HE 5-4655.
9-30P 40 acres first class bottorn land
sowed to permanent pariture and
FIVE ROOM HOUSE, Full size approximately 40 acres of upland
basement, two screened-in porches, In permanent pasture. Large spring
on nice shady lot, on South Mb for stock water. Good Lbacco
S t re et. Excellent neighborhood. base, two tobacco barns and a
FBA loan transforrable. Low down four room house. Priced at $8,ment, balance lace rent.
000.00.
CLAUDE L. MILLER, Real Estate
& Insurance, Phones PL 3-5064 &
Saturday's Puzzle
An.""a
ITC
PL 3-3059.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-1 hree banded

E
,

Anliddll10

6-1m,ot a ship
•-lteeort
13-Operatic bolo
13•Itockilah
14-Genus of

rtificial

rare,.

language
It-Linger
lb-Title of
respect
20-PrepoeltiOn
23-Gaseuue
element
24-,liaturn
7-Give up
21-1)elineate4
31-Also
32-Vrult of oak
54.Shoot
36-A continent

, sources of
nd garbage)

lairs, mouth
acts. Human
sects Include

W tuna,age
89-Charaeter1stics
41-Note of scale
42-Strike
41-Long-legged
bird
46-Vast age
47-Lamb's pen
name
49- Wit-boat
(Fr.)
60-Projecting
tooth
62-Cut
64-Ligon
m'entire
Ist.te
In-Number
ti-Arabian
seeptin
FO-Priinmm
61-Moharnmedan ciiminlander
63-Poker stake
6S-Man's name
87-Female
(colloid.)
6t-Bnunit
119-Smell horse
DOWN
1-Swiss river
2-Safeguarding
ll-Threeloed
sloth

DYSENTRY.

IARF TAPE-

ISEASE

rt in the life
'curs Human
sects include
X, RELAPS'EWORM.

ere probably
Million years
.! of man and
ming a more
Cockroaches
iger nails and
insavory odor

from
dl
Th. American
Many di
their digestive
r mouthparts.
ear to b• the
. Cockroaches
nd have been

4-Uncooked
6-Lifted with
lever
6-Witty reply
1-Preposition
8-Esisted
9-European
herring
10-River in Italy
11 -Cooled lava
17-Indennit•
article
19-Conjunction
21-Aroma
83-Eft
26-Strife
911•11rowna.
so bread
37-Clarowe of
eneleity
11-Periods of
time
DO-Metal strand
al-River In
Africa
35-.1rikon
tenlIrg.)
311-Sionatone
40-Courite> of
-la
At

I

is

2

3

OEM MOUB WINN

non mmo mon
umm OROONNUON
mono maw]
ma mem mum

12E8 MMO WRIENI
OS DOM UUS MO
MUM WOO UUM
BMW MUM U0
01400
OJUMMOROO
OMMU =MO riia
00(40 014011 Oi4(4
111

43-Procurator
of Judea
16-Pertalning
to birth
43-Ilelued
61-Earth
goddess
63-Ifebrew
letter

4 7 '5
o

7

6

28

32

8 -7::::79 10 11
*,e 4
1
• eV
VeMe
6

13- ...•

20 21 ;,.. 21
27

66-Burmese
demon
h
to-Attempt
61-Symbol for
ether
62-A stat• (abbr.)
64-Symbol for
nickel
66-11rocood

a.....718 iv

• • 16
••

ti.-,,....

,29

4

45

46 :::47

31

cf .V.a.;'716

33 17•734
..

41

39
''.N.
44
,
..,•7
43

40

4,• .
48
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11 Na aatao

i:4 54
.:•

56
...,•"•:4
ea:
1 459 60
3111A7
36- .......,57
•alfaa..5.5
.•..
...,
... ..
•• ....'
66
04
:•.:•.:063
,
'8
.
::61 62
.•.•.
9
•
A
•
07
••
-..
Distr. by United Frature syt,dir.1 e. in:. 2'o,

HELP WANTED__
•

BABY srrnNG, DAY OR NIGHT,
will do ironing. Phone PL 3-33E7.
9-30P
STEAM FINISHER. Experience
preferred. Boone Laundry a n
TWO SMALL USED GAS FLOOR Cleaners. South side Court Square,
furnaces in good condition. Phone Murray, Kentucky.
9-24K:
9-3°C
PL 3-5469.
MAIN, A-I NEW YORK HOME.
BARGAIN. ONE "65" MASSE Y - Live-in. To $220 monthly. Free
Ferguson tractor with only 8 hours rcorn, board; fare advanced. Write
service. New bractor at used tract- Gem Agency, 35 Lincoln, Roslyn
or price. One "20" Ford-Ferguson. Heihgts, New Yor k.
ITP
Taylor Motors Inc., Murray. Ken9-31X: EXPERIENCED WAITRS. Aptucky.
ply in person at Collegiate RestaSMALL, FEMALE CHIHUAHUA. urant.
9-29C
10 months cld. Ideal for children.
Phone PL 3-3177. Hasten Wright.
9-30P

FORKED DEER SEED OATS. Factory cleaned. Garland Nealey, Rt.
11-2511"
5. Ph. PL 3-5072.

THREE BEDROOM HOUSE, electr,c heat, utility reom, newly decorated. See by c.,ntacting J. B.
Wilson, 308 N. 6th St. PLaza
9-30
1889,
FURNISHED ROOMS, one block
of business section of city, ladies
preferred. 506 Poplar. PL 3-4385.
9-30C

j

It it Nets was to have a (linnet work with, Pearly reeomed his
"Vr. •'• Pierre- D
a• ever Eon me out. Mandy, she's in chore of riitaang down a weary
oies •
•
Ti.'
311...
,
-.r.t:
4144
rare! • •., •
there helping. That Mandy' Link., buckt oard team.
her ft er dead S•se Vincent should
the te.1,0.slbillty of pro- awes
ones wonderful!" Rupe'sI Link Asbell turned and looked
be irrifiq'ing
tinting the Me rir• ran h asastast words ran husky as he finished. acrose at the ranchhouse, the
range rtvala Invited. she has given
"She's all of that." Asbell darkness of his mood deepening.
ea'a ranks.
acteuiceeo iittle eeccht estoot
lvase agreed. "Tturie, where and how
Yonder, within those quiet
As ,t1 nova gateman.
log fori-ed to make Dia loessteas eete did it happen?"
walls, Nels Madison lay. Big,
fa^c the prohtems sinew of line earns.
Nets, who liked to
el
Rope sketched things briefly. gre-natured
In piing the rountla
the
on t` c Rio Fin p. Ashen haled
be "I'm taking the long way around believe the best of everybody. But
ran• h yetelitn. Porky Lana dead
rattle. with the Menvale wagon like now perhaps dead or dying. At
his Welt to the areavetipt radial
the
eire,m
t,:ellieree
has
bi.tor
to
Nels told me to," he ended. "I best, making a desperate fight for
hear this shot I wondered some life. With Mandy close beside
of
result
11,
menlereil
Wan
toid of JetrAS Delmar as Issas 124 about it, but not too much. WIS, him, fighting twice as desperately
in her man.
Sarni:PON With &Ws father.
Soe'a suitors. be keeps a carbine in the buck- to hola that life
the father of one of crnowe
Whipped by his thoughts, the
r with board whin he's up and clown the
,
,i4
ar
,
Frank Dale
Samosas of the Double Disagnad range on the chance of seeing a iron of a steadily deepening ruthranch
soli fort eager wolf down out of the Saddle- leanness took increasing grip on
Althea has other
re proton., backs I figure maybe he'd got a Link Asbell.
Son,. Dan .41 loin Va i•nrs
ta either
411e0r
of concern
! They waited It out in wordless
ono of his shot at one."
Perky or Link and t,w',ttql
and
Link
enwbovo. Same WIngn to hltttack
'There was only the one shot?" silence, he and Rope Hahn
aware
1.1
hut
WInort
minute
Link licked
'That's all I heard. When I 'Pearly Grimes, and every
that flalniar will not bia dlet-reiraged
in
hour
an
was
next
hour
Neat he's sprawled out, of the
by that.
murder got there,
saki au red and itself, and the hour an eternity.
sum
and
It. has evidence of Packy'•
his
etrerm.
Rif is en
that Sue cannot
bullet In the soggy. I figure for sure he's At long last Doc Jerome showed
Doe Jerome found acorpse
Now
wasn't,!Ion the ranchhouse porch, rolling
ed of the charred
tieing h., of dead. When I found he
?fele Ifeeli•im, ft ran-lier
best I could and•down his sleeves. He beckoned
up
the
him
tied
in
t
Aeon
has
Five
the Big
them over.
hark and there is more troublt brought him in. I don't know yet
"I got the slug," he said simply.
awaiting Lint.
how I got him into the back or
never had to go deeper into a
the buckboard by myself, for he's '"I
I got it!
CHAPTER II
a plenty big man. Gueim I made , man to get one hot
to, Mandy,!Which gives Nels his chance,
DUPE HAHN oati pulled up it just because I hadhim
Into the t now."
the Running M buckboard she helped me pack
me to skin I "How big a chance, Doc?" Aswith Its sweating. blowing team house. Then she tells
Doc Jerome. She • bell asked,
in front of Doe Jerome's cottage. tor town after
Doc held out his hand, tipped it
and steady and
cool
buckskin
that
his
was
battled
Link Asbell
not quiet, you Just could hardly be- one way, then the other.
in beside the rig an.1 waited,
"About so. But Nets is a big
I'm telling you,
eaiire whether he should follow lieve it, Link.
brute and a strong one. Also, he's
}lupe, or wait for him to come that -that Mandy Madison-- !"
Rope's words trailed off, Iced In got Mandy on his side, which
out of the house.
gives him an edge. At a time
Rupe solved this Indecision by voiceless admiration.
"Out where it happened," As- like this, such a woman can take
emerging at a run, followed by
apart with her bare
Ioxi Jerome. Doc, carrying hls ian probed, "did you net, any sign the devil
betide."
bag, wits still trying to shrug In- of anybody around?"
"Mandy - she's wonderful - !"
Rupe -'shook his bead.
to his half-donned coat.
'What Is it, Rupe 7" Asbell
"When I got there, everything said Rupe Hahn.
"Yes," agreed Doc. "Not a
demon led.
was quiet. It's pretty operOrbunhave
°Nels!" came the harsh, try. About the only place any- quiver, nor- a shake. You
the
strained answer. Rtose eitught up body could have hid ,214 i5 in a to look deep to recognize
her eyes. Rope,
his reirui and poleed his whip. little gulch that breaks out of the dread, the hurt In
might as Well put up my
EP"Somebody pitched him!"
hills, close by. fait I didn't stop you
Asbell flinched. "Ilow bad Is to look for, sign there or any- team, for I'll be staying the night.
you or Pearly will
it?"
where else. All I wild think of Then either
to
"Ile was still alive' when I was to get ao ,s home. Pearly have to make another trip
I'll
headed here. Paid that I don't here, he went and brought In the town to pick up some items
I'll give you a list. Addle
know. Come on. Doc!"
big wagon and team, fie didn't need.
Doc Jerome scrambled in be- see anything or anybody, either." will get the stuff together for you
office."
side Rupe, calling to Aobell.
/lupe hesitated for a moment, at the
"What about me, Doc?" Asbell
"Link, bring my rig out to then went on to ask: "You think
suggested. "What can I do?"
Running M. 1-!"
this maybe ties in with what We
Whatever clse Doc said was were talkin' about, Link-you and
"Mainly, hold the good thought
drowned out by the squeal of an Nets and me 7"
Also, it can mean • great deal to
fender
iron
an
agatiort
*Iron tire
"It It doesn't," Asbell answered any woman In her moment of
as !base kicked off the brake, grimly, "whet elite makes sense?" strain and worry if another of her
poured the whip to his team and
Pearly Grimes, gnarled and own sex is close at hand. Mandy
brought the buckboard around in leathery, dug a hetterad chunk of Madison and Sue Vincent have
a violent, cramped, tilting turn.
plug tobacco from a pocket, always been pretty close. If Sue
a
Asbell left town at a etaidy itertiblied It against a shirt sleeve, was to ride over arid stay for
it would
trot, his buckskin at lead behind gnawed off a morsel and rolled day or two about now,
help a lot"
the buckboard. There was no it in one wrinkled cheek.
"I'll see to that, Doe," Asbell
"Me," he said, with meaeured
need of any extreme hurry, for
"Anything else?"
he could do nothing ot aocount emphasis, al been around consid- promised.
Doc stood silent for a moment,
at Running M. Doc was the one erable longer Orin either of you!
fellers, and I've seen it happen watching Rope Hahn and Pearly
who counted out there, now,
before. It always starts the same Orimes cross to the corral. Thon
up
drove
finally
A._ When /Wien
when he spoke, it was in slow
and
Way."
Hahn
Rope
at,
wto Running
looked at the old rider. and somberly thoughtful words.
Amite!l
rubbing
were
Grimes
old Pearly
"Yes, Ltnk - something else.
"What does, Pearly?"
down and cooling out the team
"A big steal," Pearly said. You be careful. You be damned
Rupe had driven so furiously. Astime geed men start bein' careful! For, whether we like it
bell went over to them, the great "Any
mean. somebody else or not, there's a pattern beginquestion lh his eyes. Itutie an- !stitched, it
ning to shape up -an ugly patis figgerin' on -a big steel!'
laverea it.
Refolding • Mere of burlap tern. Yes, yoo be careful!"
"Still ave. Doe's going rifler
(Continued Tomorrow)
eaclang to get a fresh stdo to
the hullea,now. Said lie bad to get

•

CARELESSNESS COSTS LIVES - Skin divers (left) help pull auto out of 20 feet of water in
Chicago after the Rev. Earl Gipson, 26, who was sleeping in the car, was drowned. Reverend Gipson and his companion, Orey Bishop, 46, had been fishing, and Bishop said he
thought the car was in reverse when he accelerated to drive away. Fishermen rescued
Bishop. And In New York, John Kellner, 17, Audubon, N. J., lies dead (right) of electrocution atop a Pennsylvania railroad train, where he hitched a ride and accidentally
touched an overhead wire. A en'•-•
'
n
.1 off thiscratched.

guaranteed to start plus expense
allowanoe. This is possiole due to
large expansion. For interolew ph
3-2777 Paducah, after 7 p.m.
10-27C

Pirates Jean ana Pierre La)':"
used Grand Isle, La, as th,.
A PLACE TO KEEP PAIR 01. headquarters duong the early cLij
mules, near town. Also fence
of the 19th century.
porta for sale. Phone PLaza
9-30P I

(MR.FF/IENDLY

THE HALL HOOD PLACE on the
Coldwater Road is posted. Hunting
is not allowed. S. L. Horn. 11-30C
-NANCY

-AKE GOO ' CARE OF
AMY--- AND
KEEP HER -

CLEAN

SAYS

,

SKATING

Often you seek
A friend Indeed.
Just coil on us
For what you need.

FRIDAYS - 7 to 10 p.m.
ALL DAY SATURDAYS

LOANS TO $300

9 to 12- 12 to 3 - 3 to 6 - 7 to 10p.m.
Children
204 South Fourth

Phone PLaza 3-1412

50a

Adults

25c

PARIS, TENN.

805 OGBURN ST.

by Ernie Bushmiller
AMY-- PUT DOWN
THA-T ROCK
I PROMISED TO
KEEP YOU
CLEAN

tfki

YES,
MAM

HERE SHE
IS ---CLEAN
AS A
WHISTLE

;
italo
ea-oa'a

W

V

IA

TOWN HALL

ROLLER RINK

EVERYONE INTERaZTED in the
up-keep of the Barnett Cemetery,
east of Pottertown, please be at
the cemetery by noon cn Satur10-3C
day, October 3.

n
,

it' •

WANTED

I TAKE THIS MEANS TO TELL
my friends and termer patrons, 1
sin now working at June's Beauty
Shop, 603 Vine Street. For appointments, call PLaza 3-5124. Mrs.
9-311C
Brandon (Ann) Dill.

By MATT STUART

t 3-3914

FOR RENT

LARGE FURNISHED UPSTAIRS
Apt. for two people - heat, hot
and cold water furnished. PL 39-28P
4552.

ENORMOUS "MUM" PLANS, 20
varieties ready for sale at 50e to
-$1.00. Wide variety of trees and
shrubs in containers for fall plantFREE.
ing. El Rancho Nursery, Hwy. 641 DEAD STOCK REMOVED
9-29C Prompt service. Trucks dispatchSo. HY 2-2517.
a
ed by two-way radio. Call colltif
Mayfield, Phone 433. If no ansNEW THREE BEDROOM BRICK wer tall collect Union City. Tenhouse on Covey Drive. Furnished nessee, phone 1
.1.1 5-9361 .. AFC
two room apartment for rent. Call
PLaza 3-4770 or PL 3-3300. 9-36P
SEWING MACHINE REPAIRSRepair on all makes, repaired,
1949 HUDSON 4 DOOR, Radio, serviced, cleaned. Parts and suphotter. Reasonable. Almo, Ky. Rt, plies available. Contact your log_ogp
1. Phone PL 3-1985.
cal Singer Sewing Machine representative Bill Adams, 212 N. 12th
COUCH THAT WILL MAKE A St. Phone PL 3-1757.
TV
bed, chair, end table and coffee
8-28C
1,5, $1500 PI. 3.2570.
ELECTROLUX SALES and service. Write C. M. Sanders, Box 213,
9-28C
Murray, Ky. Elf 2-2207.

0 By Matt Stuart. 1959. from the Dodd. Need & Co. novel;
distributed hp King Features Sjuditate.

FROL

E

TWO ROOM FURNISHED downstairs apartment. Private entrance,
electric heat. Available now. Ph.
PL 34001 or see at 503 N. 6th
30 DIFFERENT COLORS in pen- atter 5 Pm.
9-30C
cils. What ever color pencil you
need, we have it. Good for map
Balkiness Opportunities
work, or anything where &tierent colors are needed. OaLce Supply Department, Ledger a n d MARRIED MAN WITH CAR lOtt
Times, North Fourth Street. Al- esetablished route in this area.
so six different colors in roll 4,000 customers. 400 items. Work
S-26-NC by app....ntinent. $80.00 per week
labels.

NOTICE

PERFECTION FUEL OIL Stove
Nearly new. Cheap. Phone PLaza
3-1051 days, PL 3-2477 nights.
9-30C

HE'D MAKE A GOOD
HUMAN BEING!

Cgojet
CIAOMP

NEW HOUSE TRAILERS. .35 It.
two-bedroicen, $2995.00. 42 ft., ten
wide, $3795.00. Williams' Wattle
9-301'
Homes, Paris.

TOUCH SILEZLZ

'S

WHAT A DOG!

rr Ai-Vi4e. wri

YOU'LL PIN D

THS

FOR SALE

I-IERE, TAKE
IT. .DON'T BE
50 S1YGPICOU5!

f.

•

ster,11-

by Al Capp

ABNER

...
.....
NAMELY-A
EX-CAPED
SHMOO!!-STAN'BACK,
So'-A DON'T WANT'JO'
TO GITH1T f3N/ TH'
FL`11 N'BITS!!

tta

by Raeburn Van Burs?

.••••

AERIE an' SLATS
IIS
ANI.d lUVRE GOING PO CAST
THE ACTUAL CRABTREE CORNERS

WHAT COULD BE MORE

NATURAL'?

°ANALYSIS IN YVCNDERI_AND"
WILL tE HAILED AS WE TOBACCO
.
ROAD'OF THE ID,THE'OKLAHOMA
OF THE EGO!

RESIDENTS IN YOUR NEW
PLAY ABOUT THE 5ORDID
csUBCONSCIOUS --

MY 'TYPEWRITER WILL BE A
SCALPEL DISSECTING THE
EVIL THAT LURKS IN THE MOST

INNOCENTSOUNDING
REMARKS!

*ANALYSIS IN •
WONDERLAND"
ALABAMA BROWN

104,411)twg -

•
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49c Walgreen
RUBBING ALCOHOL
COMPOUND

V.

W a.5
MSC'S

theft

OCra

‘t,

ON SALE THROUGH SATURDAY

R14`47

wie
ing )
Mo r
of a
temp
turet
was

YOUR FRIENDLY Walpeedt geAcii

HAND
CREAM
Lirgt

2:0464

130

2;

RW

-"Kt 1\s
5'

PhYSiCi•O'N

69c

mosamoRI
PERFECTION

9-oz.
JARS

Olt.
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45'
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ASPIRIN TABLETS 9F

10-INCH RAIN-The little town of Nekoma In western Kansas had to be evacuated when
this flood washed over normally shallow Walnut creek. A'10-inch overnight rain did the
damage. Res:dents all along the creek also had to be removed in the flood.
Vpe.
-_al
appraiser f•-n the
Kentucky State 14.:ghway DepartContinued from Page One
•
men:: 0. M. Howard. F. H. A.
Coetinued from Page One
Administration; Regan °Conner. .idenowledgement. c1 eithr the
letter that went
Estate &Lards was the luncheatt Veterans Adminaitratton; and sev- stock or th
apelike:
Friday. Mr. Udall eral others t.-eak part in this
that Idrumade a very interesting and TI• floind Table cliseus.....on which'
receive abut $12 G
fterning tack cetTring miry In- was ur.der the &.:rocton of J.:tan
.dends. which w.11 be
it-resting phases of Real Etate. E
Pres:dent cl the Ken•fo us in hl:'••scetv. He alIn the Fr:day aftern on is-. tucky Chapter xl the Member f
ade‘ard that be is enz. r. Leinard P. Ka.ne. V.oe-Pres- the appra..sers inst_Wte in tty.
tat,zictliders meetSiert: of the National InstItute at ciousker.
•14.?:t•gi
In person Ly pr, xy.
Farm Etre.iters; David L M...ntonThere seer; thngs pointed
as. past President of the Arner:
can Institute .f Rea: Estate ap- to het) Rea't3rs and Brokers •
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